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Abstract. When using web services to perform complex data manipulations, 
users and administrators need control over how their changes are managed and 
seen by other clients of the service.  This includes support for undo of changes, 
batch publishing of many changes, ‘what if’ analysis, the collaboration of sev-
eral people in making and approving a complex change, workspace based ac-
cess control, and the auditing and tracking of changes.  We propose taking the 
workspace versioning model, used extensively in CAD and CASE products, and 
using it to augment web services in a backward compatible way based on the 
WS-Coordination protocol. The resulting protocol, which we call WS-
Workspace, facilitates the writing of web services that support applications with 
undo, collaboration, and auditing. 

1   Introduction 

The evolution of data access in web services is following a path that traditional web 
applications have already evolved along.  At the dawn of the web, web applications 
filled their first niche as information navigators, they then adapted to meet the needs of 
commerce by developing order entry capability, and now, as the web is being used as 
a delivery vehicle for applications of all types, web applications are struggling to meet 
the needs of more general online data authoring and manipulation. 

Web Services are going through a distributed version of this same evolution.  The 
first applications for web services were oriented towards distributed information ac-
cess, allowing applications like comparison-shopping, contacting many product 
sources to find the lowest price; information portals, collecting information from a 
variety of information sources and presenting them in the same web page (e.g. [13]); 
and application integration (e.g. [20]), integrating application functionality from vari-
ous vendors onto a provider’s web site.  Evolving standards provide support for these 
uses of web services. 

Distributed order-entry web services are in development, allowing the reliable and 
secure placing and accepting of orders, allowing both horizontally distributed applica-
tions, such as booking an itinerary on a variety of carriers and hotels, and vertically 
distributed applications, such as automatically matching incoming inventory to outgo-
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